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ABSTRACT Recent technological advancements in the area of the Internet of Things (IoT) and cloud
services, enable the generation of large amounts of raw data. However, the accurate prediction by using
this data is considered as challenging for machine learning methods. Deep Learning (DL) methods are
widely used to process large amounts of data because they need less preprocessing than traditional machine
learning methods. Various types of uncertainty associated with large amounts of raw data hinder the
prediction accuracy. Belief Rule-Based Expert Systems (BRBES) are widely used to handle uncertain data.
However, due to their incapability of integrating associative memory within the inference procedures, they
demonstrate poor accuracy of predictionwhen large amounts of data is considered. Therefore, we propose the
integration of an associative memory based DLmethod within the BRBES inference procedures, allowing to
discover accurate data patterns and hence, the improvement of prediction under uncertainty. To demonstrate
the applicability of the proposed method, which is named BRB-DL, it has been fine tuned against two
datasets, one in the area of air pollution and the other in the area of power generation. The reliability of
the proposed BRB-DL method, has also been compared with other DL methods such as Long-Short Term
Memory and Deep Neural Network, and BRBES by taking into account of the air quality dataset from
Beijing city and the power generation dataset of a combined cycle power plant. BRB-DL outperforms the
above-mentioned methods in terms of prediction accuracy. For example, the Mean Square Error value of
BRB-DL is 4.12whereas for Long-Short TermMemory, DeepNeural Network, FuzzyDeepNeural Network,
Adaptive Neuro Fuzzy Inference System and BRBES it is 18.66, 28.49, 17.05, 16.37 and 38.15 for combined
cycle power plant respectively, which are significantly higher.

INDEX TERMS Knowledge based systems, expert systems, multi-layer neural network, learning systems.

I. INTRODUCTION
The accurate prediction using real-world data is considered
as a challenging task for various machine learning methods.
It can be observed that nowadays, a large amount of data is
generated continuously in different scientific and industrial
fields around the world due to the Internet of Things (IoT)
and cloud services. These large amounts of data inevitably
contain various uncertainties like incompleteness, ignorance,
vagueness, imprecision, and ambiguity. These uncertainties
pose a significant challenge to the accurate prediction from
data.

To address the uncertainties mentioned above, fuzzy-based
learning approaches [1] have been widely used. These
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approaches are used in image processing [2], portfolio man-
agement [3], and motor control [4], where uncertainty is
a regular phenomenon. Fuzzy learning systems automati-
cally learn the fuzzy membership functions and consequently
derive fuzzy rules from a large amount of training data [5].
Using an inference mechanism, the fuzzy values are gener-
ated from the fuzzy rules. The fuzzy values are then converted
to crisp values using different defuzzification techniques like,
the centre of gravity (COG), mean of maximum (MOM), and
centre average methods. However, fuzzy learning systems
can address uncertainty due to imprecision, ambiguity, and
vagueness but not due to incompleteness and ignorance [6].

Belief Rule-Based Expert Systems (BRBESs) represent an
improved version of fuzzy learning systems. They facilitate
better representation of uncertain knowledge by incorporat-
ing a belief structure. Usually, an expert system has two main
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components, one is the knowledge base, and the other is the
inference engine. IF-THEN rules are used as a knowledge
representation schema in the traditional knowledge base, for
example ‘‘IF creatinine is present THEN renal failure is
definite’’. The semantic of this rule is that ‘‘renal failure’’ is
100% certain because of the ‘‘creatinine is present’’. How-
ever, the rule fails to capture the scenario when it is less than
100% certain that ‘‘renal failure’’ is due to the ‘‘creatinine
is present’’. Yang et al. [7] proposed a new knowledge rep-
resentation schema by incorporating distributed assessment
called belief structure in the consequent part of the rule, for
example ‘‘IF the amount of rainfall isMedium and duration of
rain is High THEN chance of flooding is (High 60%,Medium
30%, Low 10%)’’. Due to the new knowledge representation
schema with belief structure, the BRBES has been used in
different domains such as natural disaster prediction [8], [9],
different diseases assessment [10]–[12], and Forex trading
forecast [13] where the issue of uncertainty is dominant in
making decisions. In general, BRBES can be of two differ-
ent types. One is Conjunctive BRB, where each antecedent
attribute of the rule is connected using the AND logical
operator. Another one is Disjunctive, where the OR logical
operator is used in the antecedent part of the rule [14]. Con-
junctive BRB requires more computational time because it is
an example of a combinatorial explosive problem, resulting
from the connection of antecedent attributes of a rule by logi-
cal AND operator. Consequently, the rule base of conjunctive
BRB consists of large numbers of rules [15]. On the contrary,
Disjunctive BRB requires less computational time because it
uses the logical OR operator in the antecedent part of the rule
and hence, this constitutes less number of rules in the rule
base.

Recently, Deep Learning is becoming an effective method
for solving different pattern recognition and regression prob-
lems due to its ability to process raw data directly [16].
However, Deep Learning lacks the capability of addressing
different types of uncertainty, since it is based on neural
networks, inherently limited in addressing uncertainty [17].
On the other hand, BRBES is capable of addressing var-
ious types of uncertainty such as ignorance, incomplete-
ness, ambiguity, vagueness, and imprecision in an integrated
framework. However, BRBES lacks the capability of integrat-
ing associative memory in its inference procedure since most
of the operations are multiplicative, summation, and division
based. Since these operators do not have any memorizing
capability, they are unable to discover complete patterns
from partial information. For example, the use of matching
degrees, which will be discussed in Section III, in calculat-
ing activation weight of a rule by using multiplicative and
division operators are unable to generate accurate activation
values of each rule in the BRBES inference framework.
These incomplete values of rule activation weights will affect
the rule aggregation procedure, which is used to perform
the prediction. Therefore, in this study Deep learning-based
methods especially Deep Neural Network (DNN) has been
considered to calculate the weight of the rule activation by

taking into accountmatching degrees allowing the calculation
of more accurate values of the activated rule. The reason for
using a DNN based Deep Learning method is that it is based
on Artificial Neural Networks (ANN). ANN are associative
memory systems and hence, the capability to recall complete
situations from partial information as well as the ability to
correlate input data with stored information [18]. Thus, our
proposed method is based on associative memory, allowing
the retrieving of the complete value of rule activation weight
by taking into account thematching degrees. This will play an
important role in BRBES’s inference framework to process
especially large amounts of data in a very accurate way.
Eventually, this would also contribute to the improvement of
the overall prediction accuracy of BRBES as will be demon-
strated in Section VII.
The determination of optimal values of the BRBES’s learn-

ing parameters such as rule weights, attribute weights, and
belief degrees also play an important role to increase the
prediction accuracy. These optimal values are achieved by
using a plethora of learning algorithms [19]–[21]. The inte-
gration of associative memory based Deep Learning method
with BRBES requires the inclusion of additional learning
parameters such as weights of neurons and bias, and they
should also be optimized. Hence, the framework of BRBES
learning should need to be improved, as will be discussed in
Section VI. Eventually, the additional parameters of associa-
tive memory would play a role to increase the accuracy of
prediction.

In this way, we will advance the BRBES’s present method-
ology as will be demonstrated by using two use cases. One of
the use cases is air quality prediction in Beijing city using
a dataset containing around 43,824 data points. The other
one is the prediction of the electrical energy output of a
combined cycle power plant using a dataset which contains
9,568 data points. In addition, the results were compared
with different Deep Learning methods such as Deep Neural
Network, Long-Short Term Memory (LSTM), and BRBES,
where the proposed method in this study named as BRB-DL
performed promisingly better than the other methods
mentioned.

The remainder of this article is structured as follows.
Section II surveys related work on integration of various
methods with Deep Learning, and incorporation of different
machine learning methods with BRBES. Section III provides
the brief overview of the BRBES, while Section IV discusses
about Deep Learning methods. Section V describes the Deep
Learning inspired BRBES named, BRB-DL. Subsequently,
Section VI presents the learning mechanism for BRB-DL,
followed by Section VII which presents results and analysis.
Lastly, Section VIII concludes the article.

II. RELATED WORK
This section presents a literature review on integration
between 1) Fuzzy and Deep Learning methods; 2) various
learning mechanisms with BRBES; and 3) machine learning
methods with BRBES.
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Deep Learning has been used to solve various problem
of prediction from data. However, different algorithms have
been used with Deep Learning to improve its accuracy of pre-
diction. Merentitis and Debes [22] have used random forest
with Deep Learning to improve classification tasks. In this
study, Deep Learning has been used to extract high-level
features and passed to the random forest algorithm for per-
forming the classification tasks.

Chen et al. [17] presented a novel Fuzzy Deep Learn-
ing approach, called Fuzzy Deep Convolutional Network
(FDCN), which was proposed for predicting the traffic flow
of a city. They combined Fuzzy theory and Deep Residual
Network to address the uncertainty. The FDCN contains
five modules, namely input, Deep Convolutional Network
(DCN), Fuzzy Network (FN), fusion module, and predictor.
In the beginning, the input data is passed to both FN and
DCN simultaneously. After processing the data, the output
is merged in the fusion module and sent to the predictor
module. The fusion module uses objective or loss functions
for training the parameters of the DCN and FN module.
During the training phase, the parameters of DCN and FN
are modified to minimize the value of the objective function.
After finishing the training phase, the predicted values can be
generated by feeding the data into the model. The DCNmod-
ule is used to capture the pattern of the data, while FN is used
to address the uncertainty. However, Fuzzy systems can not
address uncertainty due to incompleteness, and ignorance,
which will hinder the accuracy of prediction. Furthermore,
the traffic flow is complex data because it consists of spatio
and temporal information. Therefore, this data will cause
incompleteness due to missing information and ignorance
due to mismatch of data. Since such types of uncertainties
cannot be addressed by fuzzy systems, they will affect the
accuracy of FDCN’s prediction.

Deng et al. [23] proposed a hierarchical fused Fuzzy Deep
Neural Network (FDNN) for data classification. The data
is passed to the fuzzy system and DNN module simultane-
ously, and then the output of these two modules are fused
to transfer to the task-driven layer for generating the clas-
sification result. According to the authors, the fuzzification
of the fuzzy module helps in addressing uncertainty, and
Deep Learning reduces the noise of the data. The FDNN
has been evaluated using the classification of brain tissues
from MRI images as well as predicting stock prices, where it
showed promising results. However, FDNN suffers from the
inherent limitation of the fuzzy systems, which is the lack of
addressing uncertainty due to incompleteness, and ignorance.
According to Deng et al. [23], the data contains various kinds
of noise, which causes incompleteness and ignorance. Since
fuzzy systems can handle uncertainty due to imprecision,
ambiguity, and vagueness but not due to incompleteness
and ignorance, the accuracy of the classification of brain
tissues from the MRI images could not be improved by using
FDNN.

From the above discussion, it can be concluded that fuzzy
systems have been used as a separate box while integrating

with Deep Learning to address the uncertainty. Fuzzy systems
can address uncertainty, due to imprecision, ambiguity, and
vagueness [8]. Therefore, the accuracy of these integrated
methods will be hindered in the cases where there is presence
of uncertainty due to ignorance and incompleteness.

Various learning algorithm such as Genetic Algo-
rithm (GA), Differential Evolution (DE), and Particle Swarm
Optimization (PSO) have been used to support learning
in BRBES. They have been used as a separate boxes with
BRBES. Yang et al. [24] proposed a learning algorithm for
BRBES to find the optimal values of the learning parameters
such as attribute weight, rule weight, and belief degrees
to improve the accuracy of prediction. Chang et al. [25]
proposed a joint optimisation method for BRBES by taking
into account of both structure and learning parameters. In this
method, the Akaike Information Criterion (AIC) was used as
an objective function to increase the accuracy of BRBES’
prediction. They used this method to predict pipeline leak
detection. Yang et al. [26] also proposed a joint parameter and
structure optimisation model to support learning in BRBES
but they have not use AIC as the objective function. However,
they used a heuristic algorithm for structure optimisation and
aDifferential Evolution (DE) algorithm for parameter optimi-
sation. Islam et al. [27] proposed a joint optimisation method
using an enhanced Belief Rule-Based Adaptive Differential
Evolution (eBRBaDE) to improve the prediction accuracy of
BRBES. This method helps to optimise the parameters of
BRBES by using eBRBaDE. They have used this method
to predict Power Usage Effectiveness (PUE) of a datacentre,
where BRBES showed higher prediction accuracy compared
to other evolutionary algorithms, like PSO, GA and DE.
The aforementioned research helped BRBES to improve its
prediction accuracy.

Li et al. [28] proposed integration of Conditional Gen-
eralized Minimum Variance (CGMV) and BRBES for the
safety assessment of a complex system like WD615 model
diesel engine. In this integrative method, CGMV was used
for feature selection, while BRBES was used for safety
assessment. Both CGMV and BRBES were used as separate
boxes. However, they did not modify the BRBES inference
procedure, which would decrease the prediction accuracy for
large amounts of data.

Chang et al. [29] proposed an integrated Principal
Component Analysis (PCA) and BRBES method, named
PCA-BRB, for monitoring the health of the running gear of a
high speed train. They used PCA for feature selection and
BRBES for making decisions on health tasks of the high
speed train. In this integration the PCA and BRBES were
used as separate boxes and no changes were made in the
BRBES inference procedure. Furthermore, PCA-BRB does
not provide any features to handle large amounts of data,
which might hinder the accuracy of prediction.

Kabir et al. [30] proposed integration of a Deep Learning
method with BRBES to predict air pollution using outdoor
images of Beijing city. They have used Convolutional Neu-
ral Networks (CNN) to predict PM2.5 values from outdoor
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images. The predicted PM2.5 values from CNN and sensor
readings of PM2.5 values were used to predict air quality
level using BRBES. In their method of integration, CNN and
BRBES were used as separate boxes. This integration did not
make any modification of the BRBES inference procedure to
incorporate the associative memory. Therefore, the proposed
integration will suffer in processing large amounts of data
as BRBES does not have the capability to use associative
memory.

In summary, Fuzzy systems have been integrated with
Deep Learning methods in various ways to address the
uncertainty of large amounts of data [17], [23]. However,
these Fuzzy and Deep Learning integrations lack in pre-
diction accuracy as they are not able to address all types
of uncertainty due to limitations of the Fuzzy system. Dif-
ferent learning methodologies like fmincon [24], DE [26],
and eBRBaDE [27] have been used to improve the pre-
diction accuracy of BRBES. On the other hand, various
methods like CGMV [28], PCA [29], and CNN [30] have
been integrated as a separate box to improve the perfor-
mance of BRBES. However, there have been no attempts to
incorporate associative memory with the BRBES inference
procedure to improve the BRBES’s accuracy of prediction
for large amounts of data. Therefore, this study focuses
on integration of associative memory based Deep Learn-
ing method with BRBES inference procedure to improve
its accuracy for prediction. Therefore, in the following sec-
tions, BRBES and Deep Learning will be presented in
details. Afterwards, the integration of associative mem-
ory based Deep Learning methods with BRBES will be
presented.

III. BELIEF RULE-BASED EXPERT SYSTEM
A belief rule has two parts: one is antecedent or premise
part, which consists of antecedent attributes; while the other
is consequent or conclusion part which contains the con-
sequent attribute. The antecedent attributes use referential
values, and the belief degrees are associated with the con-
sequent attribute of the belief rule, which is shown in Eq. (1).
Each belief rule is assigned with a rule weight to show its
importance.

Rk :


IF (A1 is V k

1 ) AND / OR (A2 is V k
2 ) AND / OR

. . . AND / OR (ATk is V
k
Tk )

THEN (C1, β1k ), (C2, β2k ), . . . , (CN , βNk )

(1)

where βjk ≥ 0,
N∑
j=1

βjk ≤ 1 with rule weight θk , and attribute

weights δk1, δk2, . . . δkTk , k ∈ 1, . . . ,L
where A1,A2, . . . ,ATk are the antecedent attributes of the

k th rule. V k
i (i = 1, . . . ,Tk , k = 1, . . . ,L) is the referential

value of the ith antecedent attribute. Cj is the jth referential
value of the consequent attribute. βjk (j = 1, . . . ,N , k =
1, . . . ,L) is the degree of belief for the consequent reference

value Cj. If
N∑
j=1

βjk ≤ 1, then the k th rule is considered as

complete; otherwise, it is incomplete.
Usually, the collection of belief rules is called the Belief

Rule Base (BRB). The logical connectives of the antecedent
attributes in a belief rule can be either AND or OR. A belief
rule is considered as conjunctive if the antecedent attributes
are connected using AND. Similarly, if the antecedent
attributes of the belief rule are connected with OR, then it
is called a disjunctive rule. Based on the logical connectivity
of the BRB, a BRBES can be named as conjunctive or dis-
junctive BRBES.

After constructing the BRB, the inference procedure is
used to generate the output. The inference procedure con-
sists of various steps which are illustrated in Fig. 1. These
are input transformation, rule activation, weight calculation,
belief degree update, and rule aggregation using the evidential
reasoning approach. The input data is distributed over the ref-
erential values of the antecedent attributes, which is called the
matching degree, achieved through the inference process of
input transformation. Then the belief rules are called packet
antecedent. Subsequently, activation weights of the rules are
calculated using matching degrees.

The activation weight wk for the k th rule for conjunctive
assumption is calculated by the following expression:

wk =

θk

Tk∏
i=1

αki

L∑
I=1

(θk
Tk∏
i=1

αli )

(2)

Here, θk is the rule weight and αk is the matching degree of
the k th rule. As, in the conjunctive assumption all matching
degrees are multiplied to address the AND operation of the
belief rule.

However, for disjunctive assumption the activation weight
wk for the k th rule is calculated by the following expression:

wk =

θk

Tk∑
i=1

αki

L∑
I=1

(θk
Tk∑
i=1

αli )

(3)

Here, θk is the ruleweight andαk is thematching degree of the
k th rule. In the disjunctive assumption all matching degrees
are summed to address the behaviour of OR operator of the
belief rule. It is also necessary to mention why the complete
value of the rule activation weight is difficult to calculate
using multiplicative, summation and division operator and
why this is possible in associative memory.

However, Eqs. (2) and (3) are multiplicative and summa-
tion in nature, which does not have component of storing
patterns like associative memory.

If any of the antecedent attributes are ignored, the belief
degree associated with each belief rule needs to be updated.
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FIGURE 1. Working process of BRBES.

The belief degree update is calculated using Eq. (4) [7].

βjk = β̄jk

Tk∑
t=1

(λ(t, k)
It∑
i=1

(αti))

Tk∑
t=1

λ(t, k)

(4)

where

λ(t, k) =


1 if the t th attribute is used in

defining rule Rk (k = 1, . . . ,Tk )
0 otherwise

Here, β̄jk represents the original belief degree, while the
updated belief degree is βjk of the k th rule. αti represents the
degree to which the input value belongs to an attribute.

Afterwards, the rule aggregation is performed using the
recursive reasoning algorithm as shown in Eq. (5) [31]

βj =
µ× [X −

∏L
k=1(1− ωk

∑N
j=1 βjk )]

1− µ× [
∏L

k=1 1− ωk ]
(5)

where

µ =

[ N∑
j=1

L∏
k=1

(ωkβjk + 1− ωk
N∑
j=1

βjk )− (N − 1)

×

L∏
k=1

(1− ωk
N∑
j=1

βjk )
]−1

Here, ωk is the activation weight of the k th rule, while βj
denotes the belief degree related to one of the consequent
reference values.

The fuzzy output of the rule aggregation procedure is
converted to a crisp value using the utility values of the
consequent attribute, which is considered as the final result,
as shown in Eq. (6).

zi =
N∑
j=1

u(Oj)βj (6)

where zi is the expected numerical value and u(Oj) is the
utility score of each referential value.

In summary, the input data x1, x2, . . ., xn is mapped to
the matching degree of the referential values A1, A2, . . .,
Atk of the antecedent attributes as shown in Fig. 1. Firstly,
input transformation is performed, which generates match-
ing degrees. Using the matching degrees, activation weights
of the rules are calculated. Then, belief degrees associated
with rules are modified during the belief update step. Sub-
sequently, using the recursive reasoning algorithm in the
rule aggregation step, the fuzzy output is generated, which
is converted into a crispy value using the utility function.
The uncertainty due to vagueness, imprecision, ambiguity,
incompleteness, and ignorance are addressed by the belief
schema, belief degree update step, and evidential reasoning
inference procedure. By following the above-mentioned steps
BRBES addresses various types of uncertainty.

The BRBES is presented in terms pseudocode in Algo-
rithm 1, where Xi,j(i = 1, . . . ,N ; j = 1, . . . ,TR) denotes
input data, N denotes total number of data, rp,q denotes
the qth referential value of pth attribute, BRB denotes the
belief rule base, and Yi(i = 1, . . . ,N ) denotes the predicted
output. Lines 2 to 6 handles the input transformation step
for each data. The matching degree is computed using the
referential values of the antecedent attributes in the input
transformation step. Line 8 calculates the activation weight
using the matching degrees. Line 9 executes the calculation
of belief update. Line 10 shows the rule aggregation operation
using Eq. (5), which generates a fuzzy output value. Finally,
the fuzzy output value is converted to a crisp value using
Eq. (6) as shown in line 11. Lines 8 to 11 are invoked for
each input value of the dataset to calculate the output.

IV. DEEP LEARNING APPROACH
Deep Learning is a method, which automatically discovers
necessary representation from data to calculate prediction
or classification [16]. The simplest form of Deep Learning
consists of input, hidden, and output layers. Usually, the data
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Algorithm 1 BRBES Algorithm
Let Xi,j(i = 1, . . . ,N ; j = 1, . . . ,TR) denotes input

data, N denotes total number of data, TR denotes the total
number of attribute. rp,q denotes the qth referential value of
pth attribute, BRB denotes the belief rule base, and Yi(i =
1, ..,N ) denotes the predicted output

Input Xi,j, r , BRB, N
Output Yi

1: procedure BRBES(Xi,j, ri,j, BRB, N )
2: for each i ∈ N do
3: for each j ∈ M do
4: Xi,j is transformed to matching degree,
mdi,k (k = 1, . . . ,L) based on the referential value r

5: end for
6: end for
7: for each i ∈ N do
8: Calculate activation weight using Eq. (2) for con-

junctive BRB and Eq. (3) for disjunctive BRB
9: Calculate belief update using Eq. (4)

10: Calculate rule aggregation using Eq. (5)
11: Convert crisp value Yi from fuzzy value generated

from rule aggregation using Eq. (6)
12: end for
13: end procedure

is fed to the input layer and passed to the hidden layer. The
hidden layer can contain multiple layers. The multiple hidden
layers signify the word ’Deep’. Each layer has multiple num-
bers of neurons. Each neuron has an activation functionwhich
creates a non-linear representation of data. The neuron helps
to capture features of the data. A neuron is mathematically
represented by Eqs. (7) and (8).

zli = wli ∗ x
l
+ bli (7)

Here, w is the weight, x is input, and b is the bias of ithneuron
of l th layer.

y = g(zli) (8)

Here, g is the activation function.
There are several methods in Deep Learning such as Deep

Neural Networks (DNN) [32], Convolutional Neural Net-
works (CNN) [33], Long Short-Term Memory (LSTM) [34],
and Recurrent Neural Networks (RNN) [35]. To learn from
the data various optimization methods are used. The gradient
descent approach is used for neural networks. However, it is
not suitable for Deep Learning due to its long computational
time. The Stochastic Gradient Descent (SGD) approach is
used for training the Deep Learning method with back prop-
agation.

V. DEEP LEARNING INSPIRED BELIEF RULE-BASED
EXPERT SYSTEM (BRB-DL)
This section presents the integration of Deep Learning with
BRBES, named BRB-DL. The BRB-DL consists of a BRB

and the inference procedure. Fig. 2 illustrates the workflow
of a Deep Learning integrated BRBES method. The initial
BRB can be created using experts’ opinion or based on the
method described in [36].

The BRB-DL inference procedure consists of four steps:
1) Input transformation; 2) Deep learning processing;
3) Belief update; and 4) Rule aggregation. A detailed descrip-
tion of these steps are provided below.

A. INPUT TRANSFORMATION
First, the input data is mapped to matching degrees of the
referential values of the antecedent attributes during input
transformation as described in [36]. Input transformation is
marked as ’a’ in Fig. 2.

B. DEEP LEARNING PROCESSING
The second step is the deep learning processing, which is
marked as ’b’ in Fig. 2. In this step, various Deep Learning
methods like DNN, LSTM, and CNN can be used. In this
instance, we have used DNN. During this step, a deep learn-
ing multi-layer is constructed which has one input layer,
multiple hidden layers, and one output layer. The matching
degree from the input transformation step is passed to the
input layer. The number of neurons in the input layer is
usually equal to the total number of referential values. The
hidden layer can have n1 layers, where each layer has n2
neurons in each layer. All the neurons are fully connected.
Eqs. (9) and (10) represent each neuron. Eq. (10) is also
known as the activation function. The output layer contains
the same number of neurons as the number of belief rules.
The neurons of the output layer uses Eqs. (9) and (11). The
output layer produces the activation weight for the belief rules
of the BRB, which activate the belief rules. The weights c
of neurons are initialized with random values and bias b of
neurons are initialized with zero [23].

zi = (ci ∗ αi)+ bi (9)

Here ci is the weight and αi is the matching degree, and bi is
the bias.

ωi = max(0, zi) (10)

Here, ωi is the activation weight.

ωi =
exp(zi)∑
(exp(zi))

(11)

Here, ωi is the activation weight.
The simplest associative memory can be presented using

Eq. (12). Here, a is the input pattern, b is the output pattern,
and M is the memory matrix [37].

b = f (M , a) (12)

Eq. (9) represents the associativememory part, where αi is the
input, zi is the output, and ci is the memory. Therefore, it can
be concluded that BRB-DL contains the associative memory
feature to calculate the activation weight. This helps BRB-DL
to discover various patterns more accurately from the data
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FIGURE 2. Working process of BRB-DL.

compared to the previous activation weight calculation using
Eqs. (2) and (3). Eq. (2) calculates the activation weight using
multiplication and division operations between the matching
degree αi and the rule weight θk . Similarly, Eq. (3) uses
summation and division operations between the matching
degree αi and the rule weight θk . These equations do not
have any variables for memorizing likeM in Eq. (12). Hence,
Eqs. (2) and (3) are not able to memorize any pattern from the
data. Therefore, the new approach will be able to discover
different patterns and their corresponding activation weights,
which will help to produce more accurate prediction of the
output.

The memory in the DNN is an associative memory allow-
ing retrieving complete information from partial informa-
tion. Eq. (11) calculates the complete information by using
associate memory which can be derived by Eq. (9). There-
fore, it can be concluded that BRBES contains the associa-
tive memory to compute the accurate or complete activation
weight of a rule of the BRB. An integration of DNN with
BRBES will advance the capability of BRBES because of
the integration of associative memory. Hence, the inclusion
of DNN inside the inference process of BRBES will remove
more uncertainty when calculating the rule activation weight.
This will be demonstrated using in our case study where
BRB-DL will turn out to perform better than the BRBES,
which will be presented in Section VII.

C. BELIEF UPDATE
The third step is the belief update, which is calculated using
Eq. (4). The belief update helps to address uncertainty due
to ignorance which is caused due to the missing of the
antecedent attribute. This step is marked as ’c’ in Fig. 2.

D. RULE AGGREGATION
The fourth step is the rule aggregation. This step is performed
using Eq. (6) which generates a fuzzy value. The fuzzy value
is later converted into a crisp value, which is the predicted
output. This step is marked as ’d’ in Fig. 2. The belief
schema, belief degree update, and evidential reasoning infer-
ence address the uncertainty due to vagueness, imprecision,
ambiguity, and incompleteness and ignorance.

The BRB-DL method is presented as pseudocode in Algo-
rithm 2, where Xi,j(i = 1, . . . ,N ; j = 1, . . . ,TR) denotes
input data, N denotes total number of data, TR denotes the
total number of attribute, rs,t denote the t th referential value
of sth attribute, BRB denotes the belief rule base, Yi(i =
1, ..,N ) denotes the predicted output, NumOfHiddenLayers
denotes the number of hidden layers, and nh denotes the
number of neurons in each hidden layer. Lines 2 to 6 represent
the input transformation step where the matching degree
md is generated. Associative memory based deep learning
processing is performed in lines 8 to 14. Afterwards, belief
update and rule activation are performed in lines 16 and 17.
Finally, the fuzzy value generated from rule aggregation is
transformed to a crisp value in line 18. The main difference
between Algorithm 1 and 2 appears on line 8 of Algorithm 1
and lines 10 to 12 of Algorithm 2. The activation weight
calculation is replaced by the deep learning processing step
to incorporate the associate memory with BRBES.

In summary, the proposed BRB-DL method is able to han-
dle all types of uncertainty due to the input transformation,
belief update, and rule aggregation steps. The deep learning
processing helps to integrate the associative memory with
BRBES to discover accurate patterns from data. Therefore,
it can be concluded that the proposed integration of Deep
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Algorithm 2 BRB-DL Algorithm
Let Xi,j(i = 1, . . . ,N ; j = 1, . . . ,TR) denotes input

data, N denotes total number of data, TR denotes the total
number of attribute. rs,t denotes the t th referential value of sth

attribute, BRB denotes the belief rule base, Yi(i = 1, ..,N )
denotes the predicted output, NumOfHiddenLayers denotes
the number of layers in hidden layer, and nh denotes the
number of neuron in each layer of hidden layer

Input Xi,j, ri,j, BRB, nh, N
Output Yi

1: procedure BRB_DL(Xi,j, r , BRB, N ,
NumOfHiddenLayers, nh)

2: for each i ∈ N do
3: for each j ∈ M do
4: Xi,j is transformed to matching degree,
mdi,k (k = 1, . . . ,L) based on the referential value r

5: end for
6: end for
7: for each i ∈ N do
8: ni=total number of referential values
9: mdi,k (k = 1, . . . ,L) is used in input layer for ni

neurons using Eqs. (9) and (10)
10: for each p ∈ NumOfHiddenLayers do
11: αp,q(q = 1, . . . , nh) computed using Eqs. (9)

and (10) for nh number of neurons
12: end for
13: nl= number of belief rules in BRB
14: Calculate αi,q(q = 1, . . . , nl) using Eq. (9)

and (11) for nl neurons
15: ωi,q = αi,q where (q = 1, . . . , nl)
16: Perform belief update using Eqs. (4)
17: Perform rule aggregation using Eq. (5)
18: Convert crisp value Yi from fuzzy value generated

from rule aggregation using Eq. (6)
19: end for
20: end procedure

Learning and BRBES will help to improve the prediction
accuracy of BRB-DL due to the accurate pattern discov-
ery from data while addressing uncertainty. Furthermore,
the learning parameters of the BRB-DL need to be optimised
to improve the prediction accuracy. Learning for the BRB-DL
method will be described in the next section.

VI. LEARNING FOR BRB-DL
The learning procedure plays an important roles for the
BRB-DL to learn about the learning parameters from the
training dataset. These parameters are generally assigned
by domain experts, or randomly selected. For BRBES the
common learning parameters are attribute weights (θk ), rule
weights (δi), and belief degrees (βk ). Additional parameters
such as weights of neuron (ci) and bias (bi) are included as
required by the DNN method of the deep learning process.
The antecedent attributes and belief rules are prioritized using

FIGURE 3. The learning process of the BRBDL.

the attribute weights and rule weights consecutively. Belief
degrees of the consequent attribute is used to present the
uncertainty of the output. Hence, the learning parameters
are essential for BRB-DL. Therefore, a suitable method is
needed to find the optimal values of the learning parameters.
By training the BRB-DL with data, the optimal values of the
learning parameters can be discovered [24].

The learning parameters need to be trained to determine the
optimal values by an objective function considering the linear
equality and inequality constraints. The output fromBRB-DL
is considered as simulated output (zm) and output from the
system is named observed output (z̄m). The difference ξ (p)
between simulated and observed output needs to be mini-
mized by the optimization process, as shown in Fig. 3. The
training sample contains M data points, where the input for
BRB-DL is um, the observed output is z̄m, and the simulated
output is zm (m = 1, . . . ,M ). The error ξ (p) is measured by
using Eq. (13).

ξ(p) =
1
M

M∑
m=1

(zm − z̄m)2 (13)

The optimisation of the learning parameters is defined as:

min
P
ξ (p) P = P(µ(Oj), θk , δk , βjk , ci, bi) (14)

The objective function for training the BRB-DL consists of
Eqs. (5) and (6). Furthermore, to ensure the completeness
of the belief rules, the summations of the belief degree
for each rule should be one. Additionally, the values of
attribute weights, rule weights, and belief degrees should
be between zero (0) and one (1). Henceforth, to enforce
the above-mentioned criteria the following constraints are
considered:
• Utility values of the consequent and antecedent
attributes µ(Oj)(j = 1, . . . , n):

µ(Oi) < µ(Oj); If i < j

• Rule weights θk (k = 1, . . . ,K ):

1 ≥ θk ≥ 0;

• Antecedent attribute weights δk , (k = 1, . . . ,K ):

1 ≥ δk ≥ 0;

• Consequent belief degrees for the kth rule βjk ,

(j = 1, . . . , n, k = 1, . . . ,L):

1 ≥ βjk ≥ 0;
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n∑
j=1

βjk = 1;

• Weights of the neurons ci(i = 1, . . . ,N ):

1 ≥ ci ≥ 0;

• Bias of the neurons bi(i = 1, . . . ,N ):

1 ≥ bi ≥ 0;

We have used the fmincon function, available in Matlab as
an optimal training procedure to determine optimal values of
learning parameters, weights of neurons, and bias values.

VII. RESULTS
In this section, the performance of the proposed new method
is evaluated in detail. Evaluation techniques play a signifi-
cant role in measuring the performance of a method. Mean
Square Error (MSE), Root Mean Square Error (RMSE),
Mean Absolute Error (MAE), andMean Absolute Percentage
Error (MAPE) are some of the standard techniques used for
comparing the performance among different methods [38].
Mean Square Error (MSE) has been used to evaluate the
performance of the proposed BRB-DL method and others,
which is very commonly used for performance measurement.
Our proposed BRB-DL method has been compared with var-
ious Deep Learning methods such as DNN [34], LSTM [34],
FDNN [23], Adaptive-network-based fuzzy inference sys-
tem (ANFIS) [39], BRBES with fmincon [24], and eBR-
BaDE [27]. In this study, PM2.5 values from Beijing and
electrical energy output (EP) of a combined cycle power
plant (CCPP) have been used for comparison among different
methods.

A. USE CASE SCENARIO
We have used two datasets for measuring the accuracy of
the BRB-DL method. The first dataset was gathered from a
combined cycle power plant. The data was collected over six
years, from 2006 to 2011. The dataset contains 9,568 data
points, which comprises hourly average ambient variables
temperature (T), ambient pressure (AP), relative humidity
(RH), exhaust vacuum (V), and net hourly electrical energy
output (EP) of the plant [40]. The experiments were con-
ducted using a MacBook Pro with an Intel Core i7 processor
(2.2 GHz) and 16 GB RAM.

The second dataset contains air quality data from
Beijing [41]. The air quality data (PM2.5) were collected
from twelve air quality monitoring sites in Beijing. The mete-
orological data of the dataset were collected from the nearest
weather station of the China Meteorological Administration.
The dataset contains PM2.5 values, dew point, temperature,
pressure, combined wind direction, cumulated wind speed,
cumulated hours of snow, and cumulated hours of rain. The
data was gathered over four years from 1 March 2013 to
28 February 2017 and contained 43,824 data points.

FIGURE 4. BRB tree for EP prediction.

TABLE 1. Configuration of LSTM, DNN, FDNN, BRB-DL for EP prediction.

B. PERFORMANCE OF BRB-DL FOR EP PREDICTION
The dataset of a combined cycle power plant has been divided
into a 80:20 ratio for training and test datasets. We have used
k-fold cross-validation for our experiments. Usually, 5 or
10 folds are commonly used for cross-validation [38]. Con-
sidering the execution time, fivefold cross-validation is used
in these experiments. The hourly average ambient variables
temperature (x2), exhaust vacuum (x3), ambient pressure
(x4), and relative humidity (x5) have been used as antecedent
attributes and electric power output (x1) as the consequent
attribute. The BRB tree is shown in Fig. 4, which illustrates
the antecedent (x2, x3, x4, and x5) and consequent (x1)
attributes for the initial rule base. Each attribute has three
referential values.

The DNN of BRB-DL contains five layers. The input layer
consists of twelve neurons, while three hidden layers each
have twelve neurons, and the output layer has three neu-
rons. For predicting EP, we have considered the disjunctive
BRB as it require less computational time. The interior-point
algorithm of the Matlab fmincon tool has been used as the
learning mechanism for BRB-DL. Furthermore, for LSTM,
we have considered five layers, and four layers for DNN
based on the empirical analysis. Adam was used as learning
mechanism for LSTM and DNN. For FDNN we have used
one layer of DNN. ANFIS configured with four Gaussian
membership function. The detail of the LSTM, DNN, FDNN
and BRB-DL are presented in Table 1. The configurations
have been selected based on empirical analysis

The second, third, fourth, fifth, sixth, seventh, and
eighth columns of Table 2 presents the MSE values
of predicted EP of the five folds during the train-
ing of LSTM, DNN, FDNN, ANFIS, BRB-DL, and
BRBES with learning mechanisms eBRBaDE and fmin-
con respectively. The average MSE values of predicted
EP by LSTM, DNN, FDNN, ANFIS, BRB-DL, BRBES-
eBRBaDE, and BRBES-FMINCON have been illustrated
by Fig. 5. BRBES-eBRBaDE and BRBES-FMINCON pre-
dicted EP with average MSE of 27.17 and 28.65, which
shows that BRBES-eBRBaDE performs better than the
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TABLE 2. MSE values of EP prediction by LSTM, DNN, FDNN, ANFIS,
BRB-DL, BRBES-eBRBaDE, and BRBES-FMINCON of training dataset.

FIGURE 5. Comparison of MSE for LSTM, DNN, FDNN, ANFIS, BRB-DL,
BRBES-eBRBaDE, BRBES-FMINCON, ANFIS, and FDNN for training dataset.

BRBES-FMINCON during training due to the eBRBaDE
training procedure. LSTM and DNN predicted EP with aver-
age MSE of 16.64 and 28.88, whereas BRB-DL predicted EP
with average MSE of 16.08. FDNN and ANFIS predicted EP
with average MSE of 16.11 and 16.08 Therefore, BRB-DL
performed better than LSTM and DNN due to the associa-
tive memory based Deep Learning method and addressing
the uncertainty of data. Furthermore, BRB-DL has the low-
est MSE values among LSTM, DNN, BRB-DL, BRBES-
eBRBaDE, and BRBES-FMINCON, which is also visible
in Fig. 5.

Table 3 presents the MSE values of predicted EP of the
five folds during testing of LSTM, DNN, FDNN, ANFIS,
BRB-DL, and BRBES with learning mechanisms eBRBaDE
and fmincon respectively. The average MSE values of five
folds of LSTM, DNN, FDNN, ANFIS, BRB-DL, BRBES-
eBRBaDE, and BRBES-FMINCON are 18.66, 28.49, 17.05,
16.37, 4.12, 38.15, and 29.15 respectively. Therefore, it can
be concluded that BRB-DL is performing better than LSTM,
DNN, FDNN, ANFIS, BRBES-eBRBaDE, and BRBES-
FMINCON. Furthermore, LSTM is performing better than
DNN as LSTM can memorize the historical context of
the data. However, BRBES-FMINCON is doing better than
BRBES-eBRBaDE. Fig. 6 illustrates the average MSE val-
ues of LSTM, DNN, FDNN, ANFIS, BRB-DL, BRBES-
eBRBaDE, and BRBES-FMINCON, where it can also be
seen that BRB-DL is performing better than other methods
due to the incorporation of the association memory based
Deep Learning method.

Fig. 7 presents a comparison between actual EP values and
the predicated EP values by LSTM, FDNN, ANFIS, DNN,

TABLE 3. MSE values of EP prediction by LSTM, DNN, FDNN, ANFIS,
BRB-DL, BRBES-eBRBaDE, and BRBES-FMINCON of the test dataset.

FIGURE 6. Comparison of MSE for LSTM, DNN, FDNN, ANFIS, BRB-DL,
BRBES-eBRBaDE, BRBES-FMINCON, ANFIS, and FDNN for the test dataset.

BRB-DL, BRBES-eBRBaDE, and BRBES-FMINCON of
the test dataset. For better visualization of predicted output
of BRB-DL, a comparison of actual EP values and predicted
EP values by BRB-DL is illustrated in Fig. 8.
From the results of training and testing, it can be observed

that MSE values of predicted EP by BRB-DL are better
than the LSTM, DNN, FDNN, ANFIS, BRBES with learning
mechanism eBRBaDE and BRBES with fmincon respec-
tively. It can also be observed that BRB-DL is performing
better than the BRBES with eBRBaDE and BRBES with
fmincon respectively. The incorporation of the associative
memory with BRBES helped BRB-DL to predict EP with
higher accuracy than BRBES as there is no associative mem-
ory in BRBES. Besides, BRB-DL due to its capability of
addressing uncertainty of data helped to predict EP with
higher accuracy than LSTM, DNN. As fuzzy system do not
address all type of uncertainty, FDNN and ANFIS is perform-
ing worst than BRB-DL. Therefore, it can be summarized
that the incorporation of the associative memory based deep
learning processing step with BRBES helped BRB-DL to
discover accurate patterns from data with their associated
uncertainty.

C. PERFORMANCE OF BRB-DL FOR PM 2.5 PREDICTION
To further evaluate the performance of our proposed BRB-DL
method, a dataset with air quality data from Beijing has been
used. The dataset was divided into a 80:20 ratio for training
and test datasets. We have used five-fold cross-validation for
evaluating the performance. The dew (x2), wind direction
(x3), and wind speed (x4) have been used as antecedent
attributes and PM2.5 (x1) as the consequent attribute.
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FIGURE 7. Comparison of actual EP values and predicted EP values by actual EP, LSTM, DNN, FDNN,
ANFIS, BRB-DL, BRBES-eBRBaDE, and BRBES-FMINCON for the test dataset.

FIGURE 8. Comparison of actual EP values and predicted EP values by
BRB-DL for the test dataset.

FIGURE 9. BRB tree for PM2.5 prediction.

The BRB tree is shown in Fig. 9, which illustrates the
antecedent and consequent attributes for the initial rule base,
where each attribute has three referential values.

The BRB-DL has five Deep Learning layers. These are one
input layer, three hidden layers, and one output layer. The
input, hidden, and output layers have nine, twelve, and three
neurons, respectively. For predicting PM2.5 values, we have
considered the disjunctive BRB due to its less computational
time. The interior-point algorithm of the Matlab fmincon
tool has been used. The configuration of the deep learning
layers has been decided based on empirical studies. Further-
more, for LSTM and DNN we have considered five layers
based on the empirical analysis. Adam was used as learning

TABLE 4. Configuration of LSTM, DNN, FDNN, BRB-DL for PM
2.5 prediction.

mechanism for LSTM and DNN based on empirical anal-
ysis. For FDNN we have used one layer of DNN. ANFIS
configured with four Gaussian membership functions. The
detail of the LSTM, DNN, FDNN and BRB-DL are presented
in Table 1. The configurations have been selected based on
empirical analysis.

Table 5 presents the MSE values of PM2.5 of the five
folds during the training of LSTM, DNN, FDNN, ANFIS,
BRB-DL, and BRBES with learning mechanisms eBR-
BaDe and fmincon on second, third, forth, fifth, sixth, sev-
enth, and eighth columns respectively. The average MSE
values of five folds of LSTM, DNN, FDNN, ANFIS,
BRB-DL, BRBES-eBRBaDE, and BRBES-FMINCON are
0.00337, 0.00537, 0.00367, 0.00701, 0.00317, 0.00479, and
0.00757 respectively, which shows that BRB-DL is per-
forming better than other methods. Furthermore, it can be
observed from Table 5 that average MSE value for LSTM
is 0.00337 and DNN is 0.00537, which shows that LSTM
is performing better than DNN. From Table 5, it can also
be concluded that BRBES-eBRBaDE is performing better
than BRBES-FMINCON since the average MSE values for
BRBES-eBRBaDE and BRBES-FMINCON are 0.00479 and
0.00757 respectively. The average MSE values of LSTM,
DNN, FDNN, ANFIS, BRB-DL, BRBES-eBRBaDE, and
BRBES-FMINCON are shown in Fig. 10. From Fig. 10,
it can be concluded that BRB-DL is predicting PM2.5 with
the lowest average MSE values among LSTM, DNN, FDNN,
ANFIS, BRBES-eBRBaDE, and BRBES-FMINCON.
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TABLE 5. MSE values of PM2.5 prediction by LSTM, DNN, FDNN, ANFIS,
BRB-DL, BRBES-eBRBaDE, and BRBES-FMINCON of the training dataset.

FIGURE 10. Comparison of MSE for LSTM, DNN, FDNN, ANFIS, BRB-DL,
BRBES-eBRBaDE, and BRBES-FMINCON for the training dataset.

TABLE 6. MSE values of PM2.5 prediction by LSTM, DNN, FDNN, ANFIS,
BRB-DL, BRBES-eBRBaDE, and BRBES-FMINCON for the test dataset.

The second, third, forth, fifth, sixth seventh, and
eighth columns of Table 6 presents the MSE val-
ues of predicted PM2.5 of the five folds during test-
ing of LSTM, DNN, FDNN, ANFIS, BRB-DL, and
BRBES with learning mechanisms eBRBaDE and fmin-
con respectively. From Table 6, it can be observed that
BRBES-eBRBaDE and BRBES-FMINCON have aver-
age MSE values of 0.00307 and 0.00455, which shows
that BRBES-eBRBaDE is performing better in predicting
PM2.5 than BRBES-FMINCON for the test dataset. Accord-
ing to Table 6, LSTM and DNN have average MSE val-
ues of 0.00283 and 0.00293 respectively. This shows that
LSTM is performing better than DNN for the test dataset.
Furthermore, from Table 6, it can be observed that BRB-DL
is performing better than all the methods as the average
MSE value of BRB-DL is 0.0025. The average MSE values
of five folds of LSTM, DNN, FDNN, ANFIS, BRB-DL,
BRBES-eBRBaDE, and BRBES-FMINCON are shown in
Fig. 11.

Our proposed BRB-DL method has predicted PM2.5 val-
ues with less error than BRBES with learning mechanism
eBRBaDE and fmincon for training and testing. BRB-DL,
with its additional capability of associative memory-based
DL method, can discover more accurate patterns form data

FIGURE 11. Comparison of MSE for LSTM, DNN, FDNN, ANFIS, BRB-DL,
BRBES-eBRBaDE, and BRBES-FMINCON for the test dataset.

than BRBES since BRBES does not have any associative
memory. It can also be observed that BRBES with eBRBaDE
performed better than BRBES with fmincon due to eBR-
BaDE’s capability of optimal exploration and exploitation of
the search space. From training and testing, it can be observed
that LSTM is predicting PM2.5 values with lower MSE than
DNN due to LSTM’s capability of keeping a historical con-
text of the input data. BRB-DL has predicted PM2.5 values
with lower MSE than LSTM and DNN during training and
testing. Due to the associative memory-based DL method,
BRB-DLwas able to discover patterns of the data and address
uncertainty of data using the ER based inference mechanism.

Fig. 12 presents a comparison between actual PM2.5 val-
ues and the predicated PM2.5 values by LSTM, DNN,
FDNN, ANFIS, BRB-DL, BRBES-eBRBaDE, and BRBES-
FMINCON of the test dataset. For better visualization
of predicted output of BRB-DL, a comparison of actual
PM2.5 values and predicted PM2.5 values by BRB-DL is
illustrated in Fig. 13.

In summary, it can be observed that our proposed BRB-DL
method is able to better predict with higher accuracy for
two different datasets than other Deep Learning methods
such as LSTM, DNN, and BRBES with learning mechanism
eBRBaDE and fmincon. Deep Learning methods like DNN
and LSTM are not able to address uncertainty of data as it is
based on Neural Networks, inherently limited in addressing
uncertainty. BRBES is able to address uncertainty due to its
ER based inference mechanism and incorporation of belief
structure with the rule base. However, BRBES lacks a mech-
anism for discovering patterns of data. The incorporation of
the DL method with BRBES enables BRB-DL to discover
accurate patterns of data due to the associative memory. The
BRB-DL method is able to address uncertainty due to the
inherent capability of BRBES. For the aforementioned fea-
tures, BRB-DL predicted values with the lowest MSE com-
pared to other DLmethods such as LSTM, DNN, and BRBES
with learning mechanism eBRBaDE and fmincon respec-
tively. Furthermore, BRB-DL has been compared with fuzzy
based systems like FDNN and ANFIS. As fuzzy systems are
not able to address all types of uncertainty, their prediction
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FIGURE 12. Comparison of actual PM2.5 values and predicted PM2.5 values by LSTM,
DNN, FDNN, ANFIS, BRB-DL, BRBES-eBRBaDE, and BRBES-FMINCON for the test dataset.

FIGURE 13. Comparison of actual PM2.5 values and predicted PM2.5 values for the
test dataset by BRB-DL.

accuracy was not better than BRB-DL. Therefore, it can be
argued the integration of Deep Learning with BRBES helps
improving the prediction accuracy by BRB-DL.

VIII. CONCLUSION
In our proposedBRB-DLmethod, a deep processing layer has
been added replacing the activation weight calculation step
of BRBES. DNN, which is a multi-layered neural network,
is used as the Deep Learning method. The deep processing
layer of BRB-DL contains the associative memory. The acti-
vation weight calculation step of BRBES uses multiplication,
summation, and division operators using matching degrees
and rule weights as shown in Eq. (2) and (3). Therefore, this
step lacks any component of associative memory, resulting in
incomplete calculation of rule activation weights. However,
the deep processing layer of BRB-DL enables the calculation
of complete values of the rule activation weights as described
in Section V. Therefore, BRB-DL with the integration of
associative memory based Deep Learning method within
BRBES inference procedures allows more accurate predic-
tion under uncertainty. Furthermore, during the learning pro-
cess of BRB-DL, the inclusion of additional parameters such
as weights and bias of neurons played an important role
to increase prediction accuracy as discussed in Section VI.
In this way, the present BRBES inference framework has been
advanced due to the inclusion of DNN. This novel BRB-DL
method has been applied to predict electric energy output of

a combined cycle power plant and air quality (PM2.5) values
in Beijing city. The results of BRB-DL have been compared
with other Deep Learning methods including LSTM, DNN
ans fuzzy based systems like FDNN and ANFIS as well as
with BRBES. In case of LSTM and DNN, the Adam learn-
ing mechanism was used, while for BRBES, eBRBaDE and
fmincon learning mechanism were used. However, in case of
BRB-DL, fminconwas used in the light of the learning mech-
anism as described in Section VI, where additional learning
parameters such as weight and bias of neurons are consid-
ered. The MSE values of LSTM and DNN with the Adam
learning mechanism were 18.66 and 28.49 respectively. The
MSE values of FDNN and ANFIS were 17.05 and 16.37
respectively. The MSE value of BRBES with fmincon was
29.15, while it was 38.15 for eBRBaDE. However, the MSE
value of BRB-DL was found to be 4.12, which is better than
the other methods. The reason for this is that the inclusion
of DNN within the BRBES inference framework played an
important role to increase the accuracy of prediction. From
these results, it can be argued that a significant advancement
of the accurate prediction capability has been achieved with
the novel method proposed in this study. For the air qual-
ity (PM2.5) prediction in Beijing city, the MSE values of
BRB-DL, LSTM, DNN, FDNN, ANFIS and BRBES with
learning mechanism eBRBaDE and fmincon are 0.00317,
0.00337, 0.00367, 0.00701, 0.00537, 0.00479, and 0.00757
respectively. The results show that BRB-DL performs
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better than Deep learning methods such as LSTM, DNN,
and BRBES with learning mechanism eBRBaDE and fmin-
con respectively. However, the performance of the BRB-DL
needs to be evaluated with datasets from diverse domains to
ensure its efficiency and robustness further. The proposed
BRB-DL method has been evaluated using numerical data
mostly. Therefore, BRB-DL might have limitation for visual
and acoustic data like, images and audio. BRB-DL have
been presented for solving regression problem which might
not be suitable for classification and cluster-based methods.
Furthermore, BRB-DL can be used for addressing supervised
learning.
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